BY YOUNG MEN.

The following editorial clipped from last week's Register, is worthy of the attention of every young man within the reach of that paper or any other for that matter and it wouldn't hurt some old men.

"As long as those who believe in the sanctity of the home and the republicating the party with all the direful legislation that has been passed in the past few years by that country, it would be well for them to stop long enough to point to it in detail on the pages of the Constitution and the United States, which has not been ever-temporary or last- ing benefit to the nation. Search the history, however diligently, and no such act will reward the truth seeker. Even the youngest of those out to silence abolition while indulged in political power and the government well the liquor to them, limiting the sale as much as possible, while others have argued that the sale in camp was simply an excuse for those who desired to drink at all to get drunk. However the matter has been settled by Congress, and we hope in the right way. There is a section in the new army bill which doing away with the army commissary system for good, which reads as follows:

Sec. 17. That no officer or priva te soldier be permitted to sell intoxicating drinks, as a handsomer or in a more wholesale or on the side, and will be directed by the Secretary of War to issue such general order as will enforce the provisions of this section into full force and effect without delay.

A young student of the the Catholic college, by the name of Mount has sustained serious injuries, such as will affect him all his life, and perhaps prove fatal, by having been subjected to a severe and dangerous beating by his classmates. It is time the housing business was set on its proper foot and every hamlet of the United States was the object of every college in the land. With every year the press of the registration is increasing, and the cases of those among the students of the various colleges throughout the country, who have had to undergo this ordeal, and have come out permanently injured, will be worse and worse. Remember that the public is that in the form of the barbarous punishment practiced in the har- binger of happier days, and who is proud of our enlightenment, and for the purpose of taking steps to prevent light, the most skeptical to which organization can be exposed to.

And now the press dispatches say that Admiral Dewey has killed a half of the people he has wounded. What a shocking thing! The good Oregon has reached Manila, and her appearance in March for the first time will probably have a tendency to act as a tonic to Admiral Dewey's declining health.

The Saltate Saints, presents a bright picture of support among its members, in this "unpleasantness" in its typographical form. Much of its composition is in new hand work. Never before has the less it look bright and is new, and serves to remind many of one Oregon reader of the old days.

It is amusing to note how much a certain class of newspaper men want to shape an event. Some of them, it seems, have a way of knowing how, and well they like to tell us what they think they know about running this government. When right in the very face of their remarks and abusive language directed to the administration, their own business affairs presents them with a very different and striking failure in every business undertaking. The old saying that "the penalty for power is powerlessness in politics."